Railway Inn, Meols - 13th February 2019
Chris L says...
The weather forecast was good for Wednesday and we were not to be disappointed. I chose
to cycle from home since this was a Wirral route not realizing that the out journey would be a
reverse of my route! When I arrived at the Eureka there
were only four bikes there (I expected at least a host of
North End riders) but they soon filled up the railing

The 'Alternatives' are now providing stiff
competition for numbers these days and
again about ten set off; their destination
being the Lockgates Café at

Beeston.

About sixteen of us set off for Meols,
Richard taking a longer/faster group of ten
and John following with six of us.
So the first eleven miles was a reverse of my
journey out - missing link to Raby and Lever
Causeway, (tempted at this stage just to go home!)
but the sun was trying to poke through such that
when we did stop quite a bit of kit was discarded!

We then took an unusual route through Prenton Dell
following the river (more like a drain) Fender,
passed Noctorum to Bidston and some confusing
pathways round the back of B&Q to Leasowe Rd.

Bob W left us at this point as he had to get back. John opted to stay on this road rather than
the sea front with the expected side/head winds that can occur
there.

This brought us to Meols front and on to the pub. However, just
by the pub is the famous (yes) red telephone box of OMD fame
(Orchestral Manoeuvres in Dark) - an 80's band (Enola Gay) BT had removed this but were persuaded to reinstate it. Fans
then tidied it up replacing panels and painting it - now with a
coded door so it is not a working phone!

We were surprised not to see any of Richard's group waiting for us so we were placing our
orders when they appeared - it seems Richard had a couple of punctures whilst passing under
the motorway (nice pics by the way) and all the group stayed to help!
The service was fast, food good, John even found
a beer that was 'two for the price of one' - quite
nice too! Bob and Jill were there updating us on
their goings on.
The return route took us back along the front to
Hoylake; there was an incident here - just near
the new lifeboat station the road becomes one
way (in the opposite direction to which we were
travelling), as we were moving over to the
pavement (cycle route - it's part of the Circular
Trail) an extremely irate lady who'd just
exited from a car park in her BMW was
shouting at us that she'd lived there for
a long time and that it was one way,
even when we were well passed Richard had opted to back mark the
return route so he was bearing the
brunt of this tirade - she chose the
wrong guy here! It was quite a while
before he caught up - bloody cyclists!
From here the route took us to West
Kirby, the Wirral Way and Thurstaston,
up to the A540 - the Group carried on up to Heswall and eventually to Eureka whilst I went
through Irby and Landican, Lever Causeway for the third time, and home.

Thanks for an interesting ride John, I completed forty-six miles (I think the ride from Eureka &
back was around forty.) This will be my last Wednesday outing for a few weeks (I'm out this
Sunday) - happy cycling." Text and photos Chris L

Paul M says...
"Approximate 30+ riders were at the Eureka for today's Ride, Brian L led an informal group off
to the Lockgates, Beeston and Brian J did a recce ride with a group of six, the remainder all
headed to the Railway Inn at Meols. Split into two groups between Richard and John F,
Richard's group of eight riders roughly followed John F’s intended route with a few
enhancements, with only one split occurring around Prenton which was resolved after a short
delay. Around one of the many cycle paths and narrow road sections Richard had a tyre
incident which may have been glass on an off-road section.

We eventually went along the sea front experiencing the fullest effect of today's wind against
us and a few walks through the soft sand sections eventually reaching our destination at the
Railway Inn to find that John’s group had arrived shortly before us, and Bob and Jill who had
made their own way there. Food was extensive standard fare, whilst there was a queue to
order, but the food arrived quickly and without any complaints. The return ride combined the
groups together and after a cultural word from John F about a telephone box and the group
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark (OMD) we headed off for the Wirral Way. Thurstaston
started the inevitable parting of the ways with John staying behind to assist in another tyre
incident and the remainder following Richard, either closely or less so, to Neston where he
headed for Burton Marshes whilst the rest of us went towards Puddington or the missing link
and home. I went to the Eureka where Brian J’s recce group had returned after sampling the
delights of the Nags Head at Lavister. Whilst heading home via Capenhurst I passed Brian L’s
group heading back to the Eureka or the car park." Text Paul M; Photos Richard B

Finally Brian J says...
"An alternative ride was mooted on arrival at the Eureka when, united by a common feeling
that the Railway Inn’s catering left a bit to be desired, two became four and four quickly
became seven when we all discovered that we would prefer to seek our culinary satisfaction
elsewhere, after the previous year's disappointment at the proposed venue. The Nag’s Head
at Lavister was soon decided upon as an alternative, mainly due to one of the group wishing to
“reccie” a forthcoming ride. The food was tasty and nourishing and the ride was uneventful in
the main. Andy B led the charge down the river and bravely bore the brunt of the prevailing
headwind as the rest of the group heaved a sigh of relief and lined up behind him, no-one
wishing to take his place. An easy thirty-seven mile ride at an average of 12mph and little
climbing to speak of (and we get to do it all again in a few weeks' time…)"

The Alternatives...
This week there were eight riders for the Alternatives excursion, with Mary being a new one,
although of course she has ridden with the Wednesday Riders before. We set off down the
A540 with not too much trouble turning into Woodbank Lane, then down to turn off for Lodge
lane to Saughall. Through Saughall, en-route for Blacon and once again traffic seemed light had Brian booked the route for sole use?

The cycleway came and went, and soon we were heading for Pipers Ash and Christleton, after
a tricky crossing of the A51.

A stop was called at the Christleton Pit, and I was ready with my previously purchased
banana, but there were no takers - all had bought their own snack, but still no other bananas!

A light hiccup after we left here with our leader accelerating away, leaving Glennys to miss the
turning into Birch Heath Lane, not often used, but the group paused after a call out. By this
time Peter W had turboed up the road. We eventually regrouped at the other end Into
Waverton, and we chose the 'canal' route towards Tattenhall, going this way past the ICF so
that as Brian said, we could do the Beeston Castle 'climb' whilst fresh. We arrived at the café
at 12.30pm after twenty-three miles.

The café has changed somewhat since my last visit, the decor having been refreshed, with a
few e-bay sports bikes from another age hanging from the ceiling, not sure if they had been
left, or the owners didn't make it; the menu is small, but adequate. The service was excellent
and cheerful, the food delicious, apart from Glennys wanting her bacon on toast, obviously
has really good staff at her house!

Much refreshed, we set off, first taking to the pavement before crossing the A49. On through
Tiverton towards Huxley we went, enjoying the quiet lane with the breeze at our backs, then
on to bumpy Hoofield and Burton, before heading back through Waverton, and another very
tricky crossing of the A51. At one point five of us stood on the refuge in the middle whilst an
ambulance sped terrifyingly towards us with sirens screaming, trying to regain his side of the
road after passing traffic. To our collective relief, he just managed it. We, quietly relieved,
rode onto the Greenway at Mickle Trafford, glad to be off road. At this point Alan S. took off for
a quicker way back. We posed for a group photo in the Kingsway Park, before Brian L led the
remaining five off for an alternative route back to the Eureka via the canal and 'gates' route,
whilst I carried on to Connah's Quay. Thank you Brian, a lovely day out with good company.

The 'Alternatives' went to
The Lockgates Cafe, Beeston

Text by Alan O
Photo by Brian L

From Chris S...
It's good to see leaders offering alternative
rides, but I think it would be even better if,
where possible, they advised of these in
advance so that newer members are not left
thinking they are only for a certain clique, and
know what's available before they set off (or
not) from home.

